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ABSTRACT
We report the detections of molecular hydrogen (H2), vibrationally-excited H2 (H∗2), and neutral atomic carbon (C i), an efficient tracer
of molecular gas, in two new afterglow spectra of GRBs 181020A (z = 2.938) and 190114A (z = 3.376), observed with X-shooter at
the Very Large Telescope (VLT). Both host-galaxy absorption systems are characterized by strong damped Lyman-α absorbers (DLAs)
and substantial amounts of molecular hydrogen with logN(H i, H2) = 22.20 ± 0.05, 20.40 ± 0.04 (GRB 181020A) and logN(H i, H2)
= 22.15 ± 0.05, 19.44 ± 0.04 (GRB 190114A). The DLA metallicites, depletion levels and dust extinctions are within the typical
regimes probed by GRBs with [Zn/H] = −1.57 ± 0.06, [Zn/Fe] = 0.67 ± 0.03, and AV = 0.27 ± 0.02 mag (GRB 181020A) and [Zn/H]
= −1.23±0.07, [Zn/Fe] = 1.06±0.08, and AV = 0.36±0.02 mag (GRB 190114A). In addition, we examine the molecular gas content
of all known H2-bearing GRB-DLAs and explore the physical conditions and characteristics required to simultaneously probe C i and
H∗2. We confirm that H2 is detected in all C i- and H
∗
2-bearing GRB absorption systems, but that these rarer features are not necessarily
detected in all GRB H2 absorbers. We find that a large molecular fraction of fH2 & 10
−3 is required for C i to be detected. The defining
characteristic for H∗2 to be present is less clear, though a large H2 column density is an essential factor. We find that the observed
line profiles of the molecular-gas tracers are kinematically ‘cold’, with small velocity offsets of δv < 20 km s−1 from the bulk of the
neutral absorbing gas. We then derive the H2 excitation temperatures of the molecular gas and find that they are relatively low with
Tex ≈ 100 − 300 K, however, there could be evidence of warmer components populating the high-J H2 levels in GRBs 181020A
and 190114A. Finally, we demonstrate that even though the X-shooter GRB afterglow campaign has been successful in recovering
several H2-bearing GRB-host absorbers, this sample is still hampered by a significant dust bias excluding the most dust-obscured
H2 absorbers from identification. C i and H∗2 could open a potential route to identify molecular gas even in low-metallicity or highly
dust-obscured bursts, though they are only efficient tracers for the most H2-rich GRB-host absorption systems.
Key words. galaxies: ISM, high-redshift – ISM: molecules – dust, extinction – gamma-ray bursts: general – gamma-ray burst:
individual: GRB 181020A, GRB 190114A
? Based on observations collected at the European Southern Obser-
vatory, Paranal, Chile, under the Stargate consortium with Program ID:
0102.D-0662.
1. Introduction
Long-duration gamma-ray bursts (GRBs) are linked to the deaths
of massive stars (see e.g. Woosley & Bloom 2006). These cos-
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mological beacons originate at redshifts as high as z & 8 (Sal-
vaterra et al. 2009; Tanvir et al. 2009), and appear to be promis-
ing tracers of star formation, especially at high (z & 3) red-
shifts (e.g. Greiner et al. 2015; Perley et al. 2016; Palmerio et al.
2019). GRBs are typically followed by a short-lived, multiwave-
length afterglow emission (e.g. Mészáros 2006), which, when
bright enough, can serve as a powerful probe of the conditions
in the star-forming regions and the interstellar medium (ISM)
in their host galaxies (Jakobsson et al. 2004; Fynbo et al. 2006;
Prochaska et al. 2007). The absorption in GRB host galaxy lines-
of-sight is typically found to be highly neutral-hydrogen-rich
(Vreeswijk et al. 2004; Watson et al. 2006; Fynbo et al. 2009)
and most of them are classified as damped Lyman-α absorbers
(DLAs; Wolfe et al. 1986). These systems are similar to those
previously observed in the spectra of bright quasars, which are
produced by intervening galaxies in the line of sight. The DLAs
provide the most effective and detailed probe of neutral gas at
high redshifts (see e.g. Wolfe et al. 2005, for a review). GRB
host-galaxy absorbers are among the strongest DLAs, prob-
ing the central-most regions of their hosts, compared to typical
quasar DLAs that are more likely to probe the outskirts of the in-
tervening galaxies (Fynbo et al. 2009). This makes GRB-DLAs
the ideal probes of the ISM in high-redshift star-forming galax-
ies (reaching z ∼ 8, e.g. Salvaterra 2015; Bolmer et al. 2018;
Tanvir et al. 2018).
Given their direct link to star-formation and the very high
column densities of neutral gas typically detected in GRB af-
terglow spectra (e.g. Jakobsson et al. 2006), it was anticipated
that most GRB absorbers would show the presence of molec-
ular hydrogen H2 (Galama & Wijers 2001). The observed low
detection rate of H2 was therefore initially a puzzle, indicating
an apparent lack of molecular gas in GRB-host absorption sys-
tems (e.g. Tumlinson et al. 2007). The observed H2 deficiency
was attributed to the typical low metallicities of the GRB-host
absorbers observed with high-resolution spectrographs (Ledoux
et al. 2009), or due to stronger UV radiation fields (Whalen et al.
2008; Chen et al. 2009). Since the absorption signatures of H2
are the Lyman-Werner bands located bluewards of the Lyman-α
line, the search for H2 from the ground was also limited to z & 2.
Moreover, at z & 4 the H2 features becomes even more challeng-
ing to detect due to the increased Lyman forest line density. The
first hint of molecular gas in GRB-host absorption systems came
from the tentative detection of H2 in GRB 060206 (Fynbo et al.
2006). However, it was not until the remarkable afterglow spec-
trum of GRB 080607 that the first unequivocal detection of H2
in a GRB-host absorber was reported (Prochaska et al. 2009).
The immense luminosity of this GRB (Perley et al. 2011) and
the high H2 column density made it possible to detect the ab-
sorption features from the UV Lyman-Werner bands, even in the
low-resolution optical spectroscopy obtained of this GRB after-
glow. Since then, six more H2-bearing GRB absorbers have been
securely detected (Krühler et al. 2013; D’Elia et al. 2014; Friis
et al. 2015; Bolmer et al. 2019). Except for GRB 080607, all of
these were observed with the more-sensitive, medium-resolution
X-shooter spectrograph on the Very Large Telescope (VLT) as
part of the extensive VLT/X-shooter GRB (XS-GRB) afterglow
legacy survey (Selsing et al. 2019).
Star-formation is driven and regulated by the availability of
dense gas, which is expected to be in molecular form in the ISM
(McKee & Ostriker 2007; Kennicutt & Evans 2012). Identify-
ing and characterizing the molecular gas-phase is therefore vi-
tal to understand how stars are formed. At high redshifts, the
presence of H2 is most commonly inferred indirectly from other
molecular gas tracers such as CO in emission-selected galaxy
surveys (Solomon & Vanden Bout 2005; Carilli & Walter 2013),
but its relation to H2 at high-z and in the low-metallicity regime
is still uncertain (Bolatto et al. 2013). Detecting the features from
H2, and other molecular gas species in absorption, therefore pro-
vides a unique window into the typical molecular gas content
of high-z, star-forming galaxies. Recently, Heintz et al. (2019a)
also showed that neutral atomic carbon (C i) could be used as a
tracer of H2 in GRB absorbers, suggesting that a relatively large
fraction (∼ 25%) of GRB sightlines intersect molecular clouds,
also in the low-resolution spectroscopic GRB afterglow sample
of Fynbo et al. (2009). Rarer molecules have also been detected
in GRB afterglows, such as CH+ in GRB 140506A (Fynbo et al.
2014) and vibrationally-excited H2 (H∗2) in GRBs 080607 and
120815A (Sheffer et al. 2009; Krühler et al. 2013). Identifying
H2-bearing clouds from these alternative molecular gas tracers
might prove to be even more effective, since they can be detected
even in low-resolution spectroscopy, and in very dust-obscured
GRB afterglows at lower redshifts. Line emission from CO has
also been detected in a small number of GRB host galaxies (Hat-
sukade et al. 2014; Stanway et al. 2015; Michałowski et al. 2016,
2018; Arabsalmani et al. 2018), providing an alternative way to
establish the presence of molecular gas in the environments of
GRBs.
Here we present the observations and detection of H2 in
the two host-galaxy absorption systems of GRB 181020A at
z = 2.938 and GRB 190114A at z = 3.376. These two systems
bring the total number of observed H2-bearing GRB absorbers
up to nine. Both afterglow spectra also show absorption features
from C i and exhibit the third and fourth known detections of H∗2
in GRB-host absorption systems, respectively. The aim of this
work is to explore the defining characteristics required for the
H2-bearing GRB absorbers to simultaneously probe C i and H∗2
and consequently quantify the use of the latter as alternative trac-
ers of molecular-rich gas.
The paper is structured as follows. In Sect. 2, we present
the observations of the two new GRB optical afterglows and
the compiled sample of GRB-host absorbers with detected
molecules. The absorption-line abundance analysis is described
in Sect. 3, with specific focus on the identified molecular gas
tracers. The results related to the defining characteristics of
GRB-host absorption systems to show the presence of H2, C i,
and H∗2 is provided in Sect. 4. In Sect. 5, we explore the phys-
ical conditions of the molecular gas and discuss the potential
implications of a significant dust bias affecting the H2-detection
probability in GRB-host absorbers. Finally, in Sect. 6 we present
the conclusions of our work. Throughout the paper, errors de-
note the 1σ confidence level (unless stated otherwise) and col-
umn densities are expressed in units of cm−2. We assume a stan-
dard flat cosmology with H0 = 67.8 km s−1 Mpc−1, Ωm = 0.308
and ΩΛ = 0.692 (Planck Collaboration 2016). Gas-phase abun-
dances are expressed relative to the solar abundance values
from Asplund et al. (2009), where [X/Y] = log(N(X)/N(Y)) −
log(N(X)/N(Y)), following the recommendations by Lodders
et al. (2009). Wavelengths are reported in vacuum.
2. Observations and sample description
The GRBs 181020A and 190114A were both detected by the
Burst Alert Telescope (BAT; Barthelmy et al. 2005) onboard the
Neil Gehrels Swift Observatory (Swift hereafter; Gehrels et al.
2004), as reported by Moss et al. (2018) and Laporte et al.
(2019). We obtained optical to near-infrared afterglow spectra
of both GRBs with the VLT/X-shooter instrument (Vernet et al.
2011). The spectrum of GRB 181020A was acquired (at the start
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Fig. 1. VLT/X-shooter UVB arm spectrum of GRB 181020A showing absorption features from the H i Lyα, Lyβ and H2 Lyman-Werner band line
transitions. The raw spectrum is shown in grey with the associated error spectrum in blue. A binned version of the spectrum is overplotted in black.
A synthetic spectrum of the best fit model to H i and H2 is shown as the red solid line and the Lyα and Lyβ absorption features are marked at the
observed redshift of z = 2.938. The top panel shows a zoom-in of a subset of the most constraining Lyman-Werner band line transitions from
molecular hydrogen. The redshifted wavelengths of the strongest rotational levels J = 0, 1, 2, 3 are marked above each line.
of exposure) 5.7 hrs after the GRB with an acquisition magni-
tude of R ∼ 17.3 mag (Fynbo et al. 2018). GRB 190114A was
observed only 15 min after trigger with an acquisition magni-
tude of R ∼ 18.7 mag, using the rapid-response mode (RRM) (de
Ugarte Postigo et al. 2019). The optical to near-infrared spec-
tra of both GRBs were taken simultaneously in the UVB, VIS
and NIR arms of VLT/X-shooter with slit-widths of 1′′.0, 0′′.9,
0′′.9, respectively. The observations were performed under excel-
lent conditions with average seeing and airmasses of 1′′.02, 1.25
(GRB 181020A) and 0′′.47, 1.29 (GRB 190114A). Both spectra
show very high signal-to-noise ratios (S/N), with S/N & 30 at
λobs = 6700 Å in the VIS arm spectra.
We reduced the afterglow spectra in a similar manner to that
described in Selsing et al. (2019). The only update is that the
reductions are based on the most recent version v. 3.2.0 of
the ESO X-shooter pipeline (Modigliani et al. 2010). The fi-
nal extracted 1D spectra were moved to the barycentric frame
of the Solar system in the post-processing and corrected for
Galactic extinction along the line-of-sight to the bursts using the
dust maps of Schlegel et al. (1998), but with the updated values
from Schlafly & Finkbeiner (2011). We infer the delivered spec-
tral resolution from the observed width of a set telluric absorp-
tion features in the VIS and NIR arms and rescale the nominal
UVB arm resolution accordingly. To verify this, we also esti-
mated the delivered resolution by fitting the spectral trace in the
UVB arm with a Gaussian and derived the resolution from the
full-width-at-half-maximum (FWHM) as FWHM = 2
√
2 ln 2σ,
which yielded consistent results.
To complement the analysis of the molecular content and the
physical conditions in GRBs 181020A and 190114A, we com-
pile a sample of bursts selected from the VLT/X-shooter GRB
(XS-GRB) afterglow legacy survey (Selsing et al. 2019) and
the Stargate (PI: N. R. Tanvir) public data. This sample con-
stitutes all GRBs observed with VLT/X-shooter to date that di-
rectly or indirectly show the presence of molecular gas. We have
extracted all afterglows with known detections of molecular hy-
drogen (Krühler et al. 2013; D’Elia et al. 2014; Friis et al. 2015;
Bolmer et al. 2019) and/or neutral atomic carbon (Zafar et al.
2018a; Heintz et al. 2019a), which has been found to be a good
tracer of molecular gas (see e.g. Srianand et al. 2005; Noter-
daeme et al. 2018). This collection is therefore not an unbiased
representation of the GRB population as a whole, but rather a
compilation of GRB afterglows where a determination of the
relative gas content and the physical conditions in the molecular
Article number, page 3 of 21
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Fig. 2. Same as Fig. 1 but for GRB 190114A at z = 3.376.
gas-phase is possible (see instead Bolmer et al. 2019 and Heintz
et al. 2019a for statistical analyses of the presence of H2 and C i
in GRB afterglows). In total, we compiled ten XS-GRBs with
H2 and/or C i detected in absorption, listed in Table 1. Through-
out the paper we will also compare our results to the only other
GRB with a known detection of H2 in absorption, GRB 080607
(Prochaska et al. 2009).
3. Data analysis
3.1. Atomic and molecular hydrogen
In the high S/N afterglow spectra of GRBs 181020A and
190114A, we clearly detect the absorption features from H2
bluewards of the broad Lyα absorption trough (see Figs. 1 and
2). We measure the column densities of atomic and molecular
hydrogen by simultaneously fitting the absorption lines from H i
and the H2 Lyman-Werner bands following the same routine as
described in Bolmer et al. (2019). Here, the absorption lines are
modelled with Voigt profiles and fitted simultaneously with the
continuum flux of the GRB afterglow. The absorption lines are
then convolved with the delivered spectral resolution in the UVB
arm spectra of R = 6750 (or 44.4 km s−1, GRB 181020A) and
R = 7020 (or 42.7 km s−1, GRB 190114A). The fitting routine
is a custom-made Python module, based on the Markov Chain
Monte Carlo (MCMC) Bayesian inference library PyMC 2.3.7
(see Bolmer et al. 2019, for further details). For GRB 181020A
we derive a total H i column density of logN(H i) = 22.20±0.05,
consistent with Tanvir et al. (2019), at a redshift of z = 2.938,
and for GRB 190114A we derive logN(H i) = 22.15 ± 0.05 at
z = 3.376. In both afterglow spectra, we detect all the rotational
levels of H2 up to J = 3 (see Sect. 5.1 for further discussion on
the J ≥ 4 levels).
To determine the H2 abundances we tied the redshifts and
b-parameters in the fit for all the detected rotational levels,
and find a best fit assuming a single absorption component.
For GRB 181020A we measure column densities of logN(H2,
J = 0, 1, 2, 3) = 20.14 ± 0.05, 20.06 ± 0.03, 18.38 ± 0.21, and
18.05 ± 0.25, and thus a total H2 column density of logN(H2) =
20.40±0.04 with a broadening parameter of b = 3±2 km s−1. For
GRB 190114A we derive logN(H2, J = 0, 1, 2, 3) = 19.28±0.05,
18.90±0.03, 17.92±0.02, and 17.62±0.25 resulting in a total H2
column density of logN(H2) = 19.44 ± 0.04 with a broadening
parameter of b = 2 ± 1 km s−1. Since the lowest rotational lev-
els (J = 0, 1) of H2 are damped in both cases, the determination
of the column density in these levels is not sensitive to b. Be-
cause these transitions dominate the H2 content, the estimates of
the total N(H2) in both cases should be robust. While both fits are
consistent with a single absorption component, we caution that at
this resolution the observed line profiles might be comprised of
a number of narrower features such that inferred H2 abundances
represent the integrated H2 column density. Synthetic spectra of
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Table 1. Sample properties of the H2- and/or C i-bearing XS-GRB absorbers.
GRB zGRB logN(H i) logN(H2) log fH2 logN(C i)
a logN(CO)a [X/H] AV
(cm−2) (cm−2) (cm−2) (cm−2) (mag)
120119A 1.7288 22.44 ± 0.12 · · · · · · & 14.9 < 15.7 −0.96 ± 0.28 1.02 ± 0.11
120327A 2.8143 22.07 ± 0.01 17.39 ± 0.13 −4.38 ± 0.14 < 14.3 < 15.3 −1.49 ± 0.03 < 0.03
120815A 2.3582 22.09 ± 0.01 20.42 ± 0.08 −1.39 ± 0.09 14.24 ± 0.14 < 15.0 −1.45 ± 0.03 0.19 ± 0.04
120909A 3.9290 21.82 ± 0.02 17.25 ± 0.23 −4.27 ± 0.25 < 14.0 < 14.2 −1.06 ± 0.12 0.16 ± 0.04
121024A 2.3005 21.78 ± 0.02 19.90 ± 0.17 −1.59 ± 0.18 13.91 ± 0.08 < 14.4 −0.76 ± 0.06 0.26 ± 0.07
141109A 2.9940 22.18 ± 0.02 18.02 ± 0.12 −3.86 ± 0.14 < 14.7 < 15.9 −1.63 ± 0.06 0.11 ± 0.03
150403A 2.0571 21.73 ± 0.02 19.90 ± 0.14 −1.54 ± 0.15 & 14.3 < 14.9 −1.04 ± 0.04 < 0.13
180325A 2.2496 22.30 ± 0.14 · · · · · · & 14.5 < 15.9 > −0.96 1.58 ± 0.12
181020A 2.9379 22.20 ± 0.05 20.40 ± 0.04 −1.51 ± 0.06 13.98 ± 0.05 < 13.3 −1.57 ± 0.06 0.27 ± 0.02
190114A 3.3764 22.15 ± 0.05 19.44 ± 0.04 −2.40 ± 0.07 13.54 ± 0.08 < 13.3 −1.23 ± 0.07 0.36 ± 0.02
080607 3.0363 22.70 ± 0.15 21.20 ± 0.20 −1.23 ± 0.24 > 15.1b 16.5 ± 0.3 > −0.2c 2.58 ± 0.45
Notes. References for the measurements of the neutral and molecular gas-phase abundances and rest-frame AV can be found in the Appendix.
(a) The measured 2σ upper or lower limits are provided for each GRB.
(b) The lower limit on the total C i column density for GRB 080607 is inferred from the rest-frame equivalent width of C i (see Sect. 3.4).
(c) The lower limit on the metallicity for GRB 080607 is derived from the [O/H] abundance following Prochaska et al. (2009).
the best-fit models of H i and H2 in GRBs 181020A and 190114A
are shown in Figs. 1 and 2, overplotted on the UVB arm spectra.
For the remaining GRBs in our sample, column densities of
atomic and molecular hydrogen have been derived previously in
the literature. Throughout the paper, we report the column den-
sities measured by Bolmer et al. (2019) to be consistent within
the sample, except for GRBs 120119A and 180325A, where we
adopt the derived H i column densities from Wiseman et al.
(2017) and Zafar et al. (2018a), respectively (since they were not
part of the statistical sample of Bolmer et al. 2019). For a more
detailed analysis of some of the individual systems, see the ded-
icated single-burst papers (e.g. for GRB 120327A: D’Elia et al.
2014; GRB 120815A: Krühler et al. 2013; and GRB 121024A:
Friis et al. 2015).
3.2. Gas-phase abundances and dust extinction
In addition to the H i and H2 transition lines we detect a wealth of
low-ionization metal absorption features in the afterglow spec-
tra of GRBs 181020A and 190114A. To determine the gas-phase
abundances, we again fit a range of Voigt profiles to a set
of carefully-selected absorption lines, free of tellurics or unre-
lated blends. The host absorber towards GRB 181020A shows
a complex velocity structure with five identified strong absorp-
tion components (see Fig. A.1 for a few examples showing
this structure). The absorption line profiles in the host absorber
of GRB 190114A show a simpler velocity structure, with one
dominant component and an additional weaker component at
δv = −40 km s−1 (see Fig. A.2). We constrain the column densi-
ties from the weakest transitions of each element by fixing the
velocity structure to that observed in the strongest line com-
plexes.
For GRB 181020A we derive column densities of logN(Fe)
= 15.47 ± 0.01, logN(Zn) = 13.19 ± 0.03, and logN(Cr) =
14.16 ± 0.02, resulting in a gas-phase metallicity of [Zn/H] =
−1.57 ± 0.06 and dust-depletion [Zn/Fe] = 0.67 ± 0.03. Follow-
ing De Cia et al. (2016) we compute a dust-corrected metallic-
ity, [M/H] = [X/H] - δX (where δX is inferred from the iron-to-
zinc depletion), of [M/H] = −1.39 ± 0.05. For GRB 190114A
we measure gas-phase abundances of logN(Fe) = 15.37 ± 0.04,
logN(Zn) = 13.48 ± 0.04, and logN(Cr) = 13.95 ± 0.05, result-
ing in a metallicity of [Zn/H] = −1.23 ± 0.07 and dust-depletion
[Zn/Fe] = 1.06 ± 0.08. This yields a dust-corrected metallic-
ity of [M/H] = −0.94 ± 0.06. The gas-phase abundances of
GRBs 181020A and 190114A, together with literature values for
the other GRBs in our sample, are summarized in Table 1. Again,
we adopt the values derived by Bolmer et al. (2019) for the ma-
jority of the sample, except for GRBs 120119A and 180325A
(see the Appendix for details).
The visual extinction AV along the line-of-sight to both
GRBs were measured following the same approach as in
Heintz et al. (2019a). Briefly, this assumes a simple underlying
power-law shape of the afterglow spectrum, with a wavelength-
dependent extinction coefficient Aλ imposed as Fobs = Fλ ×
10−0.4Aλ where Fλ = λ−β. We then fit the underlying power-
law slope and extinction coefficient simultaneously. Using the
extinction-curve parametrization from Gordon et al. (2003),
we find a best fit with an SMC-like extinction curve in both
GRB sightlines and measure AV = 0.27 ± 0.02 mag (for
GRB 181020A, see Fig. A.3) and AV = 0.36 ± 0.02 mag (for
GRB 190114A, see Fig. A.4). We do not find any indication of
the 2175 Å dust extinction bump in either of the bursts, so we de-
rive upper limits on the bump strength, Abump = pic3/(2 γRV ) ×
AV , of Abump < 0.07 mag (GRB 181020A) and Abump < 0.09 mag
(GRB 190114A) at 3σ. The measured visual extinction along
the line-of-sight toward GRBs 181020A and 190114A, together
with literature values for the other GRBs in our sample, are again
summarized in Table 1.
3.3. Vibrationally-excited molecular hydrogen
After clearly establishing the presence of H2 in both the after-
glow spectra of GRBs 181020A and 190114A, we searched for
the so-far rarely detected absorption features from vibrationally-
excited H2 (H∗2) (see Bolmer 2019). The vibrationally-excited
levels of H2 are expected to be populated by UV pumping
from the GRB afterglow (Draine 2000), but to date they have
only been securely detected in two afterglow spectra, those of
GRB 080607 (Sheffer et al. 2009) and GRB 120815A (Krüh-
ler et al. 2013). We performed the search by using the syn-
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Fig. 3. Normalized VLT/X-shooter VIS arm spectrum of GRB 181020A
showing regions encompassing a subset of the strongest H∗2 lines. The
black solid lines show the data, the blue lines the associated error and
the red lines the best-fit model.
thetic spectrum from Draine & Hao (2002), downgraded to the
resolution of the given arm (in both cases the VIS arm, with
R ∼ 11 000). In the fit, we included any intervening metal lines
and matched the model to the whole spectrum redwards of Lyα
up until 1650 Å (rest frame). We use PyMC (as described in
Sect. 3.1) to sample the posteriors of the optical depth τ and
the redshift of the H∗2 absorption lines, as well as the continuum
flux.
We clearly detect H∗2 in both afterglow spectra of
GRBs 181020A and 190114A. Even including the uncertainty
on the continuum flux due to the wealth of absorption features
from H∗2, we consider the detections highly significant due to the
overall excellent match with the data and fit to several strong in-
dividual lines. For GRB 181020A we derive a column density of
logN(H∗2) = 16.28±0.05, with the best-fit model shown in Fig. 3.
For GRB 190114A, we measure logN(H∗2) = 16.13 ± 0.13, with
the best-fit model shown in Fig. 4. We caution that small devi-
ations of the spectrum from the model are expected due to the
different initial conditions, such as the luminosity of the GRB
afterglow, dust content and shielding, and distance to the absorb-
ing cloud (Krühler et al. 2013). A detailed modelling of the lines
will be provided in a follow-up paper to constrain the origin of
H∗2 (Bolmer et al. in preparation). The H
∗
2 column densities of
GRBs 181020A and 190114A are of the same order as the one
observed in GRB 120815A, all being roughly an order of mag-
nitude lower than what was observed in GRB 080607 (Sheffer
et al. 2009). For the other GRBs in our sample, we are able to
place upper limits on the H∗2 column density typically 5 − 10
times lower than those observed in GRBs 120815A, 181020A
and 190114A using the same routine (see also Bolmer et al.
2019).
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Fig. 4. Same as Fig. 3 but for GRB 190114A.
3.4. Neutral atomic carbon
In addition to H2 and H∗2, we also detect absorption features from
C i in both afterglow spectra of GRBs 181020A and 190114A,
which has been found to be an efficient tracer of molecule-rich
gas. Recently, Heintz et al. (2019a) surveyed C i in a large sam-
ple of GRB afterglows observed both with low- and medium-
resolution spectrographs (including some of the XS-GRBs in
the sample presented here). To be consistent with the part of
the sample observed with low-resolution spectrographs (where
meaningful column densities cannot be derived) and with the
survey for C i in high-z quasar absorbers (Ledoux et al. 2015),
only the total C i equivalent widths were measured in that study.
In this work, we attempt to derive the C i column densities for
all the XS-GRBs, including the sample studied in Heintz et al.
(2019a), by fitting a set of Voigt profiles to the relevant transi-
tions. For this, we used the Python module VoigtFit1 (Kro-
gager 2018), where the absorption line profiles again have been
convolved with the delivered instrumental resolution.
The three fine-structure levels (J = 0, 1, 2) of neutral car-
bon’s ground-state triplet, here denoted C i, C i*, C i**, respec-
tively, are all resolved in the VLT/X-shooter spectra (see also e.g.
Krogager et al. 2016; Ranjan et al. 2018). We simultaneously fit-
ted the three fine-structure levels, assuming a single component
and by tying the Doppler parameters and redshifts. This is based
on the assumption that the excited fine-structure levels (C i* and
C i**) share the same physical origin as the ground level (C i)
and therefore follow the same kinematic structure.
For GRB 181020A we derive column densities of logN(C i,
C i*, C i**) = 12.82 ± 0.13, 13.45 ± 0.05, and 13.78 ± 0.07, and
thus a total C i column density of logN(C i) = 13.98 ± 0.05 with
a best-fit broadening parameter of b = 3.9±0.8 km s−1. The best-
fit Voigt profiles are shown in Fig. 5. We only detect a single ab-
1 https://github.com/jkrogager/VoigtFit
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Fig. 5. Normalized VLT/X-shooter VIS arm spectrum of GRB 181020A
in velocity space, centred on the ground-state transition of C i at z =
2.93786. Again, the black solid lines show the data, the blue lines the
associated error and the red lines the best-fit model. The C i ground-state
and excited line transitions are marked above each of the absorption
profiles. Gray shaded regions were ignored in the fit.
sorption component across the four line complexes so we fixed
this in the fit and masked out any unrelated or blended features.
The fit was only constrained by the C i λλλ 1328,1560,1656 tran-
sition lines, since the C i λ 1277 line is significantly blended with
tellurics and unrelated absorption features. For GRB 190114A
we compute relative C i abundances of logN(C i, C i*, C i**) =
12.79 ± 0.15, 13.12 ± 0.15, and 13.19 ± 0.11, and thus a total
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Fig. 6. Same as Fig. 5 but for GRB 190114A and with a fixed value of
b = 5 km s−1, centred on z = 3.37638.
C i column density of logN(C i) = 13.54 ± 0.08. In this case,
we fixed the broadening parameter to b = 5 km s−1, since the
fit could not converge on a realistic b-value due to significant
blending of several of the lines. The best-fit model with fixed
b = 5 km s−1 is shown in Fig. 6. It was only possible to perform
the fit on the C i λλλ 1328,1560,1656 line transitions, since the
C i λ 1277 line is located in the overlap region between the UVB
and VIS arm. We only detect a single absorption component
across the three line complexes in this case as well, so we fixed
this in the fit and masked out any unrelated or blended features.
The line profiles seem to exclude values of b & 5 km s−1 and
b . 3 km s−1, both when considering the line widths and the rel-
ative optical depths.
For the other GRBs in our sample where C i is detected, the
derived column densities are listed in Table 1. Here, we also
provide upper limits for the H2-bearing GRB absorbers which
show non-detections of C i assuming b = 2 km s−1 to be consis-
tent with the limits derived for the abundance of CO (Bolmer
et al. 2019). In the Appendix, a more detailed description of
the fit performed for each individual GRB is given, together
with plots showing the best-fit Voigt profiles and tables listing
the derived column densities for each of the excited states and
Doppler parameters. For the bursts where C i is most prominent
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Fig. 7. C i λ 1560 rest-frame equivalent width as a function of total C i
column density. Red squares denote GRB C i absorbers from this work.
Blue dots show the C i-selected quasar absorbers from Ledoux et al.
(2015), for which Noterdaeme et al. (2018) measured the total N(C i)
from high-resolution spectroscopy. The black line shows the best linear
fit where the σ = 0.3 dex scatter is shown by the grey-shaded region.
The approximate column density (and equivalent width) at which the
intrinsic C i lines saturate are marked by the dotted lines.
(GRBs 120119A, 150403A, and 180325A) we only provide the
2σ lower limit on the total column density in Table 1 since the
lines are intrinsically saturated. For GRBs 120815A, 121024A,
181020A, and 190114A we provide the derived total C i column
densities in Table 1. We caution, however, that since we are not
able to distinguish additional narrow absorption components at
the observed spectral resolution, these values should in princi-
ple only represent the lower limits on N(C i) due to the possible
effect of ‘hidden’ saturation (e.g., Prochaska 2006). Neverthe-
less, note that the inferred b-parameters and column densities are
consistent with similar C i absorption systems observed toward
quasars (e.g. Srianand et al. 2005).
For GRB 080607 (Prochaska et al. 2009) we derive a lower
limit on the total C i column density based on the equivalent
width measurements from Fynbo et al. (2009) of logN(C i) >
15.1. To estimate this abundance more precisely, we compare
the C i equivalent widths derived by Ledoux et al. (2015) for the
quasar C i absorbers with the total column densities measured in
the high-resolution spectra of the same absorption systems (No-
terdaeme et al. 2018). From a linear fit to the data (excluding the
systems with logN(C i) > 14.5, at which point the line profiles
become saturated) we find a correlation of
logWr(λ1560) = 0.8 logN(C i) − 11.98 (1)
with a scatter of σ = 0.3 dex (see Fig. 7). This relation simply
represents the evolution of equivalent width for absorption lines
located on the linear part of the curve-of-growth. However, since
all three fine-structure line transitions of C i contribute to the
measured equivalent width in low-resolution spectra, this em-
pirical relation provides a method to infer the total C i column
density without considering the relative contributions from the
three fine-structure levels. For GRB 080607, we then estimate
logN(C i) = 15.4±0.3 based on this relation, consistent with the
lower limit inferred from the equivalent width. To be conserva-
tive, we will only consider the lower limit for this GRB through-
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Fig. 8. Normalized VLT/X-shooter VIS arm spectrum of GRB 181020A
showing the regions where the strongest CO band absorption lines are
expected including a stacked spectrum (excluding CO λ 1544). Again,
the black solid lines show the data and the blue lines the associated error.
Line profiles showing the derived upper limits on N(CO) are overplotted
in red.
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Fig. 9. Same as Fig. 8 but for GRB 190114A.
out the paper. We also note that the C i equivalent widths and
column densities derived for the rest of the GRB C i absorbers
studied here are also consistent with the correlation observed in
quasar absorbers. This linear relation therefore provides a ro-
bust way of constraining the total C i column density for non-
saturated lines for C i absorption systems observed with low-
resolution spectra. The observed scatter of σ = 0.3 dex is likely
dominated by errors, but could also reflect the varying degree of
the populations in the excited fine-structure levels relative to the
ground-state.
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3.5. Carbon monoxide
We also searched the afterglow spectra of GRBs 181020A
and 190114A for absorption features originating from carbon
monoxide (CO). To date, the only detection of CO absorp-
tion lines in a GRB afterglow is towards the remarkable burst
GRB 080607 (Prochaska et al. 2009). Recently, Bolmer et al.
(2019) derived upper limits on the CO column density for all
the H2-bearing GRB-DLAs examined in this study (except for
GRBs 181020A and 190114A). We also note that de Ugarte
Postigo et al. (2018) searched for CO absorption both in VLT/X-
shooter and ALMA spectroscopy of GRB 161023A but were
also only able to determine upper limits (this GRB did not show
features from H2 down to deep limits, however). In Figs. 8 and
9 we show the region of the spectra where the strongest CO
band absorption lines should be located in GRBs 181020A and
190114A, respectively, and a stack of all line complexes (ex-
cluding CO λ 1544 in both cases due to blending). We do not
detect any evidence of CO in either of the GRB afterglow spec-
tra. To measure the upper limits on N(CO) in GRBs 181020A
and 190114A we follow the same approach as Noterdaeme et al.
(2018) and compute global (i.e. from the stacked spectra) χ2 val-
ues for a range of column densities, where the 3σ upper limit
corresponds to the column density where the χ2 is 9. This limit
is naturally more stringent than inferred locally for each band in-
dividually. For both GRBs 181020A and 190114A we derive 3σ
upper limits of logN(CO) < 13.3. The individual and stacked
CO line profiles showing the upper limits on N(CO) are over-
plotted in red in Figs. 8 and 9. To be complete, we derive addi-
tional limits for GRBs 120119A and 180325A (which were not
part of the study of Bolmer et al. 2019). A summary of the result-
ing upper limits on the abundance of CO for the GRBs studied
in this work is provided in Table 1.
4. Results
4.1. Classification of the molecular gas-phase in GRB hosts
The total set of H i, H2, C i and CO column densities, the de-
rived gas-phase metallicities, and visual extinctions, AV , for the
GRBs in our sample is provided in Table 1. All the GRB ab-
sorption systems show prominent amounts of neutral atomic hy-
drogen (N(H i) > 5 × 1021 cm−2), comparable to the H i con-
tent of extremely strong quasar DLAs (ES-DLAs, Noterdaeme
et al. 2014, 2015). This further supports the hypothesis that ES-
DLAs probe the neutral gas disc of intervening galaxies in quasar
sightlines, similar to GRB-selected absorption systems. We ob-
serve H2 column densities in the (large) range N(H2) = 1017.2
to 1020.5 cm−2, which yield integrated molecular fractions, fH2 =
2N(H2)/(2N(H2) +N(H i)), between fH2 = 10
−4.4 and 10−1.4. We
caution that in the core of the cloud where H2 (and C i) is de-
tected, the molecular fraction is likely higher than the integrated
value (Balashev et al. 2015) since a fraction of the atomic hy-
drogen is located in the ‘warm’ neutral medium (WNM) of the
ISM.
To classify the molecular gas-phase observed in GRB hosts,
we follow the definition of Burgh et al. (2010). Here, diffuse
molecular clouds are defined by having N(C i)/N(CO) > 1,
where values below are found to trace translucent molecular gas
(i.e. the transition between diffuse and dark molecular clouds,
see e.g. Snow & McCall 2006). In Fig. 10 we plot the H2 mea-
surements and the upper limits on the CO column densities as a
function of the total C i column densities for the GRB molecu-
lar gas absorbers in our sample. For comparison, we also show a
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Fig. 10. H2 (top panel) and CO (bottom panel) vs C i column densities
for the GRB molecular gas absorbers studied in this paper. For compar-
ison, we also show a compiled sample of ES-DLAs with a secure detec-
tion of H2 from Guimarães et al. (2012); Noterdaeme et al. (2015); Bal-
ashev et al. (2017); Ranjan et al. (2018), and selected sightlines through
diffuse and translucent molecular clouds in the Milky Way (from Burgh
et al. 2010). In the top panel, a set of constant C i-to-H2 abundance ra-
tios are shown for guidance. In the bottom panel, the transition region
between diffuse and translucent molecular clouds at N(C i)/N(CO) = 1
is shown as well.
small sample of ES-DLAs with a secure detection of H2 (com-
piled from Guimarães et al. 2012; Noterdaeme et al. 2015; Bal-
ashev et al. 2017; Ranjan et al. 2018), in addition to various
diffuse and translucent molecular clouds in Galactic sightlines
(from Burgh et al. 2010). We are not able to classify the XS-
GRB molecular gas absorption systems studied here based on
this classification scheme, but the typical abundance ratios of
N(C i)/N(H2) ≈ 10−6 and the low total N(C i) < 14.5 column
densities are consistent with originating from diffuse molecu-
lar clouds. This is also supported by their CO/H2 column den-
sity ratios and the molecular-hydrogen fractions of the systems
(Bolmer et al. 2019). The only exception is the host absorp-
tion system of GRB 080607 with a relative abundance ratio of
logN(CO/H2) = −4.7 ± 0.4, consistent with originating from a
translucent molecular cloud (also defined as having CO/H2 >
10−6; Burgh et al. 2010).
We note that in order to observe CO at a detectable level
(logN(CO) & 14), either an H2 column density of logN(H2) >
20.5 is required following the CO to H2 correlation plot by Shef-
fer et al. (2008) or a C i column density of logN(C i) > 15
(for diffuse molecular clouds), which would explain the non-
detection of CO in the XS-GRB absorbers. The lower-than-solar
metallicity of GRB absorbers would also result in an even lower
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expected CO-to-H2 abundance ratio, further decreasing their de-
tection probability.
Translucent molecular clouds can also be classified by hav-
ing AV > 1 mag (Snow & McCall 2006, see also Sect. 4.4).
In our sample, only the GRBs 120119A and 180325A (except
for GRB 080607) have dust columns consistent with this value.
Unfortunately, GRB 120119A is at too low a redshift for the
Lyman-Werner bands to enter the observable UV range. For
GRB 180325A, the region of the spectrum where the potential
Lyman-Werner absorption bands are present is completely sup-
pressed by the high visual extinction (Zafar et al. 2018a; Bolmer
et al. 2019).
4.2. The presence of vibrationally-excited H2
Similar to C i, H∗2 opens a potential route to establish the pres-
ence of molecular hydrogen in cases where a direct search for
H2 is not possible. Typical limitations are bursts being at too
low redshifts (z . 2) to not cover the wavelength range blue-
wards of Lyα or significant blending of the Lyman-Werner bands
with the Lyα forest in low-resolution spectroscopy (Krühler et al.
2013; Bolmer 2019). Fully exploiting H∗2 as a molecular gas
tracer, however, requires a good understanding of the observ-
able characteristics of the H∗2-bearing GRB absorbers. In Fig. 11
we show the positive detections and column densities of H∗2 in
GRBs 080607, 120815A, 181020A and 190114A as a function
of the H2 column density and molecular-hydrogen fraction fH2 .
Except for GRB 190114A, H∗2 is only detected in GRB absorbers
with logN(H2) & 20 and fH2 > 0.03. The high S/N afterglow
spectrum of GRB 190114A could explain the detection of H∗2
even though the absorber has a ∼ 10 times lower H2 column
density and molecular-hydrogen fraction than the other bursts
with positive H∗2 detections. We note though that GRBs 121024A
and 150403A, both with H2 column densities and molecular
fractions in the same range as GRBs 080607, 120815A, and
181020A, do not show the presence of H∗2 down to logN(H
∗
2)
< 15.7, which is ∼ 5 times less abundant than in the GRB-
DLAs 120815A, 181020A, and 190114A.
We additionally examine the dependence on the intrinsic
burst luminosity for the detection probability of H∗2, representing
the intensity or amount of photons from the GRB producing the
excitation of H2. We compute the GRB energy output in the ob-
served 15-150 keV Swift-BAT band as EBAT = Fγ 4pi d2L (1 + z)
−1
following Lien et al. (2016), where Fγ is the observed BAT
fluence in the 15–150 keV band and dL is the luminosity dis-
tance to the bursts at the given redshift. While GRBs 080607
and 181020A are among the most luminous bursts at z ∼ 3 with
EBAT > 2×1053 erg (see e.g. Selsing et al. 2019), GRBs 120815A
and 190114A are part of the faintest Swift-detected population of
bursts at their respective redshifts.
This preliminary analysis seems to indicate that the detec-
tion probability of H∗2 is likely related to several intrinsic param-
eters such as GRB luminosity, distance from the bursts to the
absorbing molecular gas and the observational difficulty to de-
tect H∗2 with a typical low relative abundance compared to H2 of
N(H∗2)/N(H2) ∼ 10−4. This will be explored further in a follow-
up paper (Bolmer et al. in preparation).
4.3. Detecting neutral atomic carbon in GRB H2 absorbers
Molecular hydrogen observed in absorption is typically associ-
ated with C i in high-redshift QSO-DLA systems (Ge & Bech-
told 1999; Srianand et al. 2005). C i-selected quasar absorbers
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Fig. 11. Vibrationally-excited H2 (H∗2) vs column densities of H2 in the
H2-bearing GRB absorbers, color-coded as a function of the measured
molecular fraction fH2 . The four GRB systems with positive detections
of H∗2 are marked individually.
(Ledoux et al. 2015) have also been shown to always contain H2
(Noterdaeme et al. 2018). However, C i is not ubiquitous in all
H2-bearing systems. The incidence rate of H2 in quasar DLAs is
of the order ≈ 5 − 10% (Ledoux et al. 2003; Noterdaeme et al.
2008; Jorgenson et al. 2014; Balashev et al. 2014; Balashev &
Noterdaeme 2018), whereas strong C i absorption features are
only found in ≈ 1% of quasar absorbers (Ledoux et al. 2015).
In this study, we consistently find that H2 is always coincident
with C i when the Lyman-Werner features are observable (ex-
cluding GRBs 120119A and 180325A) in GRB-host absorbers.
On the other hand, C i is not detected in all the H2-bearing GRB-
host absorbers (as is the case for GRBs 120327A, 120909A, and
141109A), down to similar limits as derived for the bursts with
detections of C i.
One explanation could be that H2-bearing absorbers with low
metallicities consequently have less prominent amounts of car-
bon, below the typical detection threshold. Another possibility is
that C i has not been formed significantly in H2 absorbers with
low molecular fractions which consequently provide less shield-
ing, such that the line-of-sight only intersects the outer-most,
more diffuse regions of the cloud. To explore the conditions for
C i to be detected in the molecular gas-phase further, we exam-
ine the molecular-hydrogen fraction, fH2 , of the H2-bearing GRB
absorbers as a function of metallicity in Fig. 12. For comparison,
we overplot the sample of quasar H2 absorbers from Ledoux
et al. (2003) for which Srianand et al. (2005) have performed
a systematic search for the presence of C i. We also included
a sample of C i-selected quasar absorbers with measurements
of C i and H2 (Noterdaeme et al. 2018), and the same sample
of ES-DLAs described above. For all the GRB-host absorbers,
C i is only detected in systems with molecular fractions above
fH2 > 10
−3. While C i is also only observed in GRB-host ab-
sorbers with relative large metallicities ([X/H] & −1.5), a similar
condition appears to be required for the presence of H2. The de-
tection of C i in GRB H2 absorbers is, therefore, not specifically
related to the metallicity of the systems. From the same samples,
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Fig. 12. Molecular-hydrogen fraction as a function of metallicity for the
H2-bearing GRB absorbers (red). Filled squares denote GRBs where C i
is also detected, whereas empty squares represent GRBs with H2 but
non-detections of C i. The statistical sample of quasar absorbers from
Ledoux et al. (2003) are shown as the small blue symbols where cir-
cles denote absorbers with H2 detections and triangles show the upper
limits on the molecular-hydrogen fractions of the absorbers with non-
detections of H2. Filled blue symbols denote quasar absorbers where
Srianand et al. (2005) detected C i in absorption, whereas empty blue
symbols represent quasar absorbers with non-detections of C i. For com-
parison, the C i-selected quasar absorbers with measurements of C i, H2
(Noterdaeme et al. 2018) and metallicities from the literature, are shown
as the filled blue diamond symbols. The large blue dots represent the
same ES-DLAs as shown in Fig. 10.
we also find that the total column density of C i appears to be lin-
early correlated with the molecular-hydrogen fraction (see also
Noterdaeme et al. 2018). This could indicate that a certain frac-
tion of molecular gas is required to efficiently form and subse-
quently shield C i. The molecular-hydrogen fraction is therefore
likely the primary driver for the presence of C i in H2-bearing
GRB-host absorbers.
4.4. The connection between dust and molecular gas
The amount of C i has been observed to be correlated with the
visual extinction, AV , in the line of sight to quasar and GRB ab-
sorbers (Ledoux et al. 2015; Ma et al. 2018; Heintz et al. 2019a),
suggesting a common origin for the main extinction-derived dust
component and C i (see also Heintz et al. 2019b). In Fig. 13,
we compare the measured AV of the H2-bearing GRB-host ab-
sorbers to the relative molecular gas abundance ratios, in terms
of fH2 and N(C i/H2). For comparison, the ES-DLAs with posi-
tive H2 detections compiled from the literature are also shown,
in addition to Galactic molecular-rich sightlines from the sample
of Burgh et al. (2010), divided into populations of translucent or
diffuse molecular clouds.
For the GRB-host absorbers, we note that there is tentative
evidence for a relation between the molecular-hydrogen fraction,
fH2 , and AV . As an example, GRB 080607 shows the largest dust
content and highest molecular-hydrogen fraction in our sample.
Computing the Kendall-rank correlation coefficient τ for fH2 vs
AV yields τ = 0.5. The significance of the correlation is there-
fore only 1.7σ. We also note that there is tentative evidence for
a relation between the relative C i/H2 abundance ratio and AV ,
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Fig. 13. Molecular-hydrogen fraction and C i/H2 as a function of visual
extinction, AV . Red squares represent the GRBs from this work. The
large blue dots represent the same ES-DLAs as shown in Fig. 10. Di-
amond symbols show Galactic sightlines where dark gray-filled (resp.
light gray-filled) symbols denote diffuse (resp. translucent) molecular
clouds (Burgh et al. 2010).
with τ = 0.6 at 1.5σ confidence, including only the GRB-host
absorber with C i detected in absorption. This analysis is lim-
ited by the small number of systems in our sample and the small
range of (small) AV values, however, such that the derived cor-
relations only hint at a possible connection between the amount
of dust and the relative molecular gas abundance ratios. We note
though, that the relatively steep rise and subsequent flattening of
the relative C i-to-H2 abundance ratio at AV = 0.5 mag is consis-
tent with the expected transition regime where C ii is converted
to C i (Bolatto et al. 2013).
4.5. Kinematics
Direct localization of the absorbing molecular gas and the ex-
plosion sites in the GRB host galaxies would provide valuable
information of the immediate physical conditions of the absorb-
ing medium. At high redshifts, however, it is challenging to ob-
tain deep resolved images, which is required to map the varying
galaxy properties accurately (but see e.g. McGuire et al. 2016;
Lyman et al. 2017). As an alternative, we can examine the rel-
ative velocity of the C i and H2 absorption line profiles tracing
the molecular gas and compare them to the peak optical depth
of the other typically observed line complexes originating from
distinct gas-phase components of the ISM. Here we assume that
each velocity component represents a discrete cloud in the host
galaxy, located in the line of sight to the GRB. Specifically,
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we compare the H2 and C i absorption components to the line
profiles from singly-ionized fine-structure transitions (typically
Fe ii*), and low-ionization (typically Fe ii, Cr ii, Mn ii, or Si ii)
and high-ionization (N v) metal lines. The relative velocity of
fine-structure lines in GRB afterglow spectra carry information
on the absorbing gas UV-pumped by the GRB (typically at dis-
tances 0.5 – 2 kpc from the explosion site, e.g. Vreeswijk et al.
2007, 2011; D’Elia et al. 2011). The bulk of the metals in the
neutral gas-phase of the GRB-host absorption systems is traced
by the low-ionization metal lines, whereas the high-ionization
lines (specifically N v) have been argued to trace gas in the vicin-
ity of the GRB (within 10 pc; Prochaska et al. 2008; Heintz et al.
2018).
We find that in the majority of bursts, the relative veloc-
ity of the observed H2 and C i line profiles are kinematically
‘cold’, being offset by δv . 20 km s−1 from the strongest low-
and high-ionization and fine-structure line components. Due to
the medium resolution of the data, these low offsets should be
treated as being consistent with zero. By association, we argue
that the different gas-phase components probed by the various
lines suggest that they originate from the same approximate re-
gion as the bulk of the neutral gas. The fact that N v is coincident
with the bulk of the neutral absorbing gas in these GRB-host
absorption systems is, however, likely due to their high N(H i),
which might confine the gas to the central regions of the host
galaxy (Heintz et al. 2018) and is likely related to the GRB event
itself.
The two exceptions are GRBs 121024A and 150403A. Friis
et al. (2015) showed that for GRB 121024A, the redshift of the
Lyman-Werner lines of molecular hydrogen is coincident with
the strongest low-ionization metal components, which we also
confirm from the C i line profiles. However, the absorption pro-
files reveal an additional metal line complex at δv ≈ −400 km s−1
which in turn is coincident with the fine-structure line transitions
from Fe ii* and Ni ii*. The absorbing molecular gas in the GRB
host is therefore likely at even greater distances from the ex-
plosion site than the gas photoexcited by the GRB (which was
found to be at a distance of ≈ 600 pc; Friis et al. 2015). For
GRB 150403A, we find that the peak optical depth of C i is co-
incident with the strongest components from the low-ionization
and fine-structure lines, but offset by δv ≈ −30 km s−1 from N v
(see also Heintz et al. 2018).
5. Discussion
We have now established that GRB-host absorbers can be used
to probe the diffuse molecular gas-phase in their high-z star-
forming galaxies. Additionally, we were able to quantify the
defining characteristics of the subset of H2-rich absorbers show-
ing the presence of C i and H∗2. This section is aimed at further
understanding the physical properties of the molecular gas in
high-z GRB absorbers and explore the possible consequence of
a severe dust bias in the detection of H2-bearing GRB absorbers.
5.1. Excitation temperature
One of the key physical properties of the cold neutral medium
(CNM) is the temperature, which is typically found to be in the
range 30 – 100 K for diffuse molecular clouds (Snow & McCall
2006). For the H2-bearing GRB-host absorbers we can infer the
excitation temperature of the molecular gas from
N(H2, j)
N(H2, i)
=
g(H2, j)
g(H2, i)
exp−Ei j/kTi j , (2)
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Fig. 14. Measurements of the kinetic temperature from the H2 rotational
excited states as a function of total H2 column density (top) and metal-
licity (bottom). Red squares represent the GRBs from this work, where
the arrows mark the upper limits on Tkin derived from T12 (see text).
The small blue diamond symbols denote quasar DLAs from the sam-
ple studied by Srianand et al. (2005), where large blue dots represent
the same ES-DLAs shown in Fig. 10. The grey-shaded diamond sym-
bols in the top panel again show selected sightlines through diffuse and
translucent molecular clouds in the Milky Way (from Burgh et al. 2010).
In the bottom panel, only the strongest DLAs with N(H i) > 1021.7 cm−2
are shown. The grey-shaded diamond symbols here represent the mean
Tkin for Galactic diffuse and translucent molecular clouds (with error
bars denoting the standard deviation), arbitrarily placed at solar metal-
licities.
where g is the spin statistical weight g( j) = 2 j + 1, Ei j is the
energy difference between levels i and j, and Ti j is the excita-
tion temperature. The temperature determined from the lowest
two rotational levels (J = 0 and J = 1), T01, is found to be
a good representation of the overall kinetic temperature of the
thermalized molecular gas (Roy et al. 2006), whereas higher ro-
tational levels typically indicate larger excitation temperatures
due to molecule formation and/or UV pumping.
For the GRBs 120815A, 121024A, 150403A, 181020A, and
190114A, where the H2 column densities in the two lowest ro-
tational states are well constrained, we are able to robustly mea-
sure T01 = Tkin. For the other systems with H2 detections (i.e.
GRBs 120327A, 120909A, and 141109A), the J = 0 state is
not well constrained by the fit. For these bursts, the derived
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T01 becomes negative, which could suggest that the assump-
tion of equilibrium may not be correct in these cases. To over-
come this, we instead compute the excitation temperature from
the first two excited states, T12, but only consider those as up-
per limits for the kinetic temperature since it is typically found
that T12 > T01 (e.g. Srianand et al. 2005). For GRB 080607,
Prochaska et al. (2009) estimated an excitation temperature in
the range Tex = 10 − 300 K. The inferred molecular gas tem-
peratures and upper limits are shown in Fig. 14 as a function of
N(H2). Here, we also compare the GRB H2 absorbers to the H2-
bearing quasar absorbers examined by Srianand et al. (2005), the
sample of H2-bearing ES-DLAs and Galactic molecular clouds
(Burgh et al. 2010). In general, the H2-bearing GRB absorbers
contain the largest H2 column densities observed at high redshift,
comparable to quasar ES-DLAs and Galactic molecular clouds.
We infer kinetic temperatures in the range Tkin ≈ 100 − 300 K,
consistent with the majority of H2-bearing quasar absorbers (Sri-
anand et al. 2005; Balashev et al. 2017). We note that there ap-
pears to be tentative evidence for the highest metallicity GRB-
host and ES-DLA systems to show lower excitation temperatures
at a given H2 column density (see Fig. 14), but only at low signif-
icance due to the limited data at hand. Computing the Spearman
ρ and Kendall-rank τ correlation coefficients for Tex vs [X/H]
yield ρ = −0.67 and τ = −0.49, such that the correlation signifi-
cance is 2.01σ (considering only the measurements and exclud-
ing limits).
We also examine the higher rotational transitions of H2 in
the afterglow spectra of GRBs 181020A and 190114A, which
might provide clues on the more external layers of the cloud and
the incident UV flux. The column densities of the J ≥ 4 tran-
sitions are not well-constrained in either case, so instead of fit-
ting the individual line transitions we produce a synthetic spec-
trum, including all J transitions up to J = 7, to match to the
data. For both GRBs, we fix the redshift and total H2 column
density to the already-determined values and only increase the
excitation temperature. We assume a conservative b-parameter
of b = 10 km s−1 in both models, since the high-J levels are
typically found to show broader features than the low-J tran-
sitions (see, e.g., Noterdaeme et al. 2007). For GRB 181020A,
the spectrum does not show any clear indication of features
arising from the J ≥ 4 transitions, suggesting that none of
the high-J transitions are significantly populated. Based on our
model, we estimate that a maximum high-J excitation temper-
ature of Tex ∼ 300 K is consistent with the observed spectrum.
For GRB 190114A, we find that the spectrum is consistent with
high-J features arising from a warmer medium, constrained to
Tex ∼ 500 K. This would indicate that the intensity of the am-
bient UV field in the host of GRB 190114A is higher compared
to the host of GRB 181020A. It is in principle possible to indi-
rectly measure the ambient UV flux from the fine-structure tran-
sition of C ii* λ 1335 (Wolfe et al. 2003). However, in both the
afterglow spectra of GRBs 181020A and 190114A this feature is
either saturated or blended with C ii λ 1334.
5.2. The implications of a dust bias for the detection of H2
With the increased number of known H2-bearing GRB ab-
sorbers, it is clear that the first apparent bias against this subpop-
ulation (Tumlinson et al. 2007; Whalen et al. 2008; Ledoux et al.
2009) is partly alleviated. This is largely owing to the more sen-
sitive, higher-resolution X-shooter spectrograph, with which a
large statistical sample of GRBs has been obtained (Selsing et al.
2019). Expanding the discussion from Krühler et al. (2013), we
now wish to quantify to what extent the XS-GRB sample is bi-
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Fig. 15.Gas-phase metallicity as a function of H i column density. Filled
red squares represent the GRBs from this work with positive H2 detec-
tions, orange squares denote C i-bearing GRBs (where H2 could not be
constrained) from this work or Heintz et al. (2019a) and the green di-
amond symbols show the statistical GRB-DLA sample from Bolmer
et al. (2019) without H2 detections. For comparison, the large blue dots
show the same ES-DLAs as shown in Fig. 10. The gray-shaded region
and overplotted dashed lines show the expected increase in AV for a
given dust-to-metals ratio, in addition to the estimated detection proba-
bility fdet of dusty H2-bearing GRB absorbers (see Sect. 5.2 for further
details).
ased against the most metal- and dust-rich H2-bearing GRB-host
absorption systems. Specifically whether a significant dust bias
exists decreasing the H2 detection probability in these systems.
To do so, we compare the AV distribution of the statistical
sample of XS-GRBs, from which Bolmer et al. (2019) searched
for H2, to an unbiased sample of GRB afterglows (Covino et al.
2013). We normalize the two distributions to the number of
bursts with AV < 0.2 mag (which we expect the XS-GRB sam-
ple to at least be complete to) and compute the fraction of H2-
bearing GRBs to the number of bursts in the unbiased sample in
bins of AV = 0.2 − 0.5, 0.5 − 1.0, and 1.0 − 2.5 mag. We find
that already at AV = 0.2 − 0.5 mag, the detection probability of
the bursts in the XS-GRB sample only constitutes ∼ 25% of the
underlying distribution. At AV = 0.5 − 1.0 mag we estimate the
fraction of uncovered GRB H2 absorbers to be ∼ 5%, based only
on the detection of C i in GRB 120119A which was not part of
the statistical H2 sample so this fraction effectively only serves
as an upper limit. Similarly for the AV = 1.0−2.5 mag range, we
estimate the detection probability to be 2%, based on the single
detection of H2 in GRB 080607 in the unbiased sample of ∼ 50
bursts by Covino et al. (2013). Again, the detection probability
is likely lower since none of the H2-bearing XS-GRBs show AV
in this range. This is illustrated in Fig. 15, where we show the
metallicity as a function of H i column density of the GRB ab-
sorbers and compare to the expected dust extinction for a given
dust-to-metals ratio (Zafar & Watson 2013). These estimates do
not take into account the increased difficulty of detecting H2 in
faint bursts (either intrinsically or due to overall stronger dust
absorption) and also do not include the possibility of steep ex-
tinction curves. For example, GRB 140506A (Fynbo et al. 2014;
Heintz et al. 2017) would be practically invisible at optical wave-
lengths if it were located at z & 2. The dust bias in the observed
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XS-GRB sample might therefore be even more severe than the
simple estimates provided here.
We wish to emphasize though, that if a spectrum of a burst
similar to GRB 180325A (with strong C i absorption and AV ∼
1.5 mag) was obtained with higher S/N spectroscopy, the H2 fea-
tures might have been revealed as well. Conversely, this further
demonstrates the versatility of using C i as an alternative tracer
of molecular gas, even in very dust-reddened sightlines. We con-
clude that the large majority of dusty (AV > 0.2 mag) H2-bearing
GRBs are missed due to a significant dust bias. This confirms the
proposal by Ledoux et al. (2009), that GRB-host absorber sam-
ples are likely to be biased against dusty and metal-rich sight-
lines. Only in the cases of rare, extremely luminous afterglows
(such as GRB 080607; Prochaska et al. 2009; Perley et al. 2011)
is it possible to detect H2 in the most dust-obscured afterglows.
6. Conclusions
We have presented optical to near-infrared VLT/X-shooter spec-
tra of the afterglows of GRBs 181020A and 190114A at z =
2.938 and z = 3.376, respectively. Both sightlines are char-
acterized by strong DLAs and substantial amounts of molecu-
lar hydrogen with logN(H i, H2) = 22.20 ± 0.05, 20.40 ± 0.04
(GRB 181020A) and logN(H i, H2) = 22.15±0.05, 19.44±0.04
(GRB 190114A). Both GRB-host absorption systems show rela-
tively high molecular fractions of fH2 = 0.4 − 3%, characteristic
of Galactic diffuse molecular gas and consistent with the ma-
jority of H2-bearing quasar absorbers at high-z. These two cases
represent only the eighth and ninth unambiguous detection of H2
in GRB-host absorption systems. We measure gas-phase metal-
licities of [Zn/H] = −1.57 ± 0.06 and −1.23 ± 0.07, relative de-
pletion abundances of [Zn/Fe] = 0.67 ± 0.03 and 1.06 ± 0.08,
and visual extinctions of AV = 0.27 ± 0.02 mag and 0.36 ± 0.02
mag, for GRB 181020A and GRB 190114A, respectively. While
the metallicities of the two systems are relatively low and com-
parable to typical GRB-host absorbers, their metal column den-
sities, logN(H i) + [Zn/H], are among the highest in the general
GRB-host absorber population. They are also both well above
the apparent GRB H2 detection threshold of logN(H i) + [Zn/H]
> 20.5 (Bolmer et al. 2019).
In addition to molecular hydrogen, we also detect absorption
features from neutral atomic carbon and vibrationally-excited
H2 in both afterglow spectra of GRBs 181020A and 190114A.
To complement the analysis of these alternative molecular gas
tracers, and to explore the conditions for these rarer absorption
features to arise, we systematically searched all the H2-bearing
GRB absorbers from Bolmer et al. (2019) for the presence of C i
or H∗2 and measured or provided limits on the respective column
densities. We found that C i and H∗2 are efficient tracers of H2-
rich GRB-host absorbers, but also that H2 does not guarantee the
presence of either. First, we explored the conditions required to
detect C i in the H2-bearing GRB absorbers and we found that
an apparent threshold of the overall molecular-hydrogen frac-
tion of fH2 > 10
−3 is essential. The total C i column density is
also found to be linearly connected with fH2 . The defining char-
acteristic for the presence of H∗2 is less clear, likely because it
depends on several parameters such as the H2 abundance, GRB
luminosity and distance to the absorbing molecular gas. This
somewhat limits the applications of C i and H∗2 as overall efficient
molecular gas tracers. On the other hand, identifying absorption
features from C i or H∗2 provides indirect evidence of large H2
abundances, even in the absence of the Lyman-Werner H2 fea-
tures (e.g. due to low redshifts, large dust content or low spectral
resolution). We also compared the kinematics of the absorption
lines from the molecular gas tracers C i and H2 to the low- and
high-ionization and fine-structure absorption features typically
observed in GRB-host absorbers. We found that C i and H2 are
in most cases kinematically ‘cold’, thus likely confined to the
same proximate region as the bulk of the metals producing the
strongest low- and high-ionization absorption features.
Based on the now nine positive detections of H2 in GRB-
host absorbers, we examined the typical excitation temperatures
of the molecular gas, constrained from the two lowest rotational
levels of H2 (J = 0, 1). For the systems in our sample we in-
ferred temperatures in the range Tex = 100 − 300 K. A more
careful analysis of the high-J H2 transitions in GRBs 181020A
and 190114A revealed tentative evidence of a slightly warmer
component with up to Tex = 300 and 500 K, respectively. Fi-
nally, we determined the probability of detecting H2 in the XS-
GRB afterglow sample (Selsing et al. 2019) as a function of AV .
Even in moderately extinguished sightlines with AV & 0.2 mag,
the number density of GRB H2 absorbers drops to ∼ 25% com-
pared to an unbiased sample of GRB afterglows. This suggests
that while the XS-GRB afterglow survey has been successful in
recovering a significant number of H2-bearing GRB absorbers
(Bolmer et al. 2019), the most dust-obscured systems are still
missed due to a non-negligible dust bias.
In summary, GRB-host absorbers provide detailed informa-
tion about the characteristics and physical properties of the dif-
fuse molecular gas-phase in the ISM of star-forming galaxies
during the peak of cosmic star-formation. While the absorption
features of the molecular gas tracers are typically only detected
at UV/optical wavelengths, there are promising prospects of de-
tecting them at sub-mm wavelengths in ALMA spectroscopy as
well (de Ugarte Postigo et al. 2018). Connecting the proper-
ties inferred from absorption-line analyses to the CO line emis-
sion at sub-mm wavelengths would also provide unparalleled
insight into the conditions and physical processes fuelling star-
formation at high redshift. So far, only a small number of high-
z GRB host galaxies have been detected in emission from CO
(Michałowski et al. 2018; Arabsalmani et al. 2018), though with-
out any constraints on the molecular gas properties from ab-
sorption. Targeting the CO emission lines of this sample of H2-
bearing GRB-host galaxy absorbers would provide a natural uni-
fication of the two approaches. In the near future, identification
of the vibrational and ro-vibrational H2 emission lines will also
be possible with the James Webb Space Telescope (Kalirai 2018)
at z & 2 where H2 can be detected in absorption (Guillard et al.
2015), which so far has only been detected in a single, z ∼ 0.1
GRB host (Wiersema et al. 2018). This combined analysis of
molecular gas in line-of-sight GRB afterglow spectra and inte-
grated host galaxy spectra will also greatly benefit the typically
more extensive emission-selected CO galaxy surveys, and sig-
nificantly improve our understanding of the connection between
cold and molecular gas observed in absorption and emission.
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Appendix A: Gas-phase abundances and dust
extinction toward GRBs181020A and 190114A
Here a subset of the low-ionization metal lines observed
in the afterglow spectra of GRB 181020A (Fig. A.1) and
GRB 190114A (Fig. A.2) is shown. We fitted several other tran-
sitions, including single-ionized elements not shown in these
plots to constrain the velocity components of the absorption line
profiles. However, we here only show few selected lines that best
represent the overall velocity structure of the line profiles and
focus on the elements used to determine the gas-phase abun-
dance and depletion (e.g. Zn ii and Fe ii). In Figs. A.3 and A.4
we show the best-fit extinction observed toward GRBs 181020A
and 190114A, respectively. Both sightlines can be modelled by
a smooth, SMC-like extinction curve and are moderately red-
dened with AV = 0.27 ± 0.02 mag and AV = 0.36 ± 0.02 mag,
respectively.
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Fig. A.1. Normalized VLT/X-shooter spectrum of GRB 181020A in ve-
locity space, centred on the strongest component at z = 2.9379. The
black solid line shows the spectrum and the associated error is shown in
blue. The best-fit Voigt profiles are indicated by the red solid lines. The
identified velocity components are marked above each of the absorption
profiles. Gray shaded regions were ignored in the fit. These lines are rep-
resentative of the typical low-ionization metal lines in GRB 181020A,
showing most clearly the overall velocity structure.
Appendix B: Individual notes on sample XS-GRBs
Here we provide notes on each individual burst studied in this
work. Since we extracted information about the gas-phase abun-
dance and dust extinction from the literature for all our sample
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Fig. A.2. Same as Fig. A.1 but for GRB 190114A, centred on z =
3.3764.
bursts, we will mainly focus on the C i line measurements. For all
cases, we only detect a single absorption component from C i but
we caution that at this spectral resolution, the observed line pro-
files might actually be comprised of several narrow lines. How-
ever, the fits to H2 for most of the GRBs also indicate that only
one component from the molecular-gas phase is present in the
spectrum. Any intrinsically narrow absorption components con-
tributing significantly to the observed column densities, would
also be present at the location of CO but we do not find any evi-
dence of this.
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Fig. A.3. Extinction curve fit for GRB 181020A. The raw combined
VLT/X-shooter spectrum is shown in grey, overplotted with a binned
version to enhance the continuum trace. The best-fit SMC-like extinc-
tion with AV = 0.27±0.02 mag is shown by the red solid line, where the
error on the fit is shown by the red dashed lines. The best-fit intrinsic
spectral slope is overplotted as the solid blue line.
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Fig. A.4. Same as Fig. A.3 but for GRB 190114A, with a best-fit SMC-
like extinction of AV = 0.36 ± 0.02 mag.
By modelling a set of synthetic spectra with imposed C i lines
with varying b-parameters and N(C i), we estimate that the line
profiles are intrinsically saturated for N(C i)tot & 14.5 (for b &
5 km s−1). This is also supported by the typical uncertain broad-
ening parameters associated with the GRBs having the largest
C i column densities. For the GRB absorbers where the best-fit
value for N(C i) is above this limit (GRBs 120119A, 150403A,
and 180325A), we therefore only provide the 2σ lower limit on
the C i abundances. For the GRB absorption systems with N(C i)
< 14.5 (GRBs 120815A, 121024A, 181020A, and 190114A) we
report the measured value for each of the C i abundances. These
are also all consistent with the linear relation found for the quasar
C i absorbers in Sect. 3 (see Fig. 7) between N(C i)tot and the
rest-frame C i equivalent widths of the same systems. To fur-
ther verify the robustness of the column density measurements
we produce a set of synthetic spectra with varying b-parameters
and perform the same fitting routine as detailed in Sect. 3.4. We
are able to recover the input column densities (for non-saturated
lines) within the error for all values of b & 2 km s−1.
Table B.1. Results of the Voigt-profile fitting for GRB 120119A. The
column densities for b = 5 km s−1 are reported throughout.
Exc. state logN(C i)
(J) b = 2.9 ± 0.5 b = 5
(km s−1) (km s−1)
C i 16.85 ± 0.28 15.10 ± 0.51
C i* 16.34 ± 0.66 14.16 ± 0.16
C i** 16.75 ± 0.46 15.13 ± 0.25
GRB 120119A at z = 1.7288
The spectrum presented here was published by Selsing et al.
(2019). The gas-phase abundances listed in Table 1 derived for
this GRB are adopted from Wiseman et al. (2017). They found
logN(H i) = 22.44 ± 0.12, [Zn/H] = −0.96 ± 0.28 and [Zn/Fe]
= 1.04 ± 0.35. Following De Cia et al. (2016) we compute a
dust-corrected metallicity, [M/H] = [X/H] - δX (where δX is in-
ferred from the iron-to-zinc depletion), of [M/H] = 0.68 ± 0.30.
Both Japelj et al. (2015) and Zafar et al. (2018b) have derived
the visual extinction of this GRB and found a consistent value of
AV ∼ 1 mag. We chose to adopt AV from the latter study (listed
in Table 1), since they included a full parametrization of the ex-
tinction curve in the fit. It was not possible to examine H2 in this
absorption system due to the low redshift.
To fit the neutral atomic carbon abundances for this GRB
we ran two iterations; one where b is left as a free parameter
and one where we fix the b-parameter to 5 km s−1. The fit was
only constrained by the C i λλ 1560,1656 line transitions since
the C i λλ 1277,1328 lines were completely blended with telluric
absorption features and located in spectral regions with poor
S/N. We also masked out one unrelated line in the immediate
continuum region of the C i λ 1560 transition, although it does
not appear to be blended with the line profiles. We obtain a best-
fit b-parameter of b = 2.9 ± 0.5 km s−1. However, given the S/N
of the spectrum we are not able to distinguish which fit is pre-
ferred for b . 5 km s−1. The derived column densities for both
b-parameters are listed in Table B.1. Since the b-parameter can-
not be well-constrained we assume b = 5 km s−1 and derive a 2σ
lower limit of logN(C i)tot & 14.9 for this GRB. This lower limit
takes into account both the uncertain line broadening and the in-
trinsically saturated line profiles. The best fit Voigt profiles are
shown overplotted on the normalized VLT/X-shooter spectrum
in Fig. B.1 for b = 5 km s−1.
GRB 120327A at z = 2.8143
The spectrum presented here was first published by D’Elia et al.
(2014), who also reported the presence of H2 in the spectrum.
The neutral and molecular gas-phase abundances listed in Ta-
ble 1 derived for this GRB are adopted from Bolmer et al. (2019).
They found logN(H i) = 22.07±0.01, logN(H2) = 17.39±0.13,
[Zn/H] = −1.49 ± 0.03 and [Zn/Fe] = 0.27 ± 0.07, resulting in a
dust-corrected metallicity of [M/H] = −1.34± 0.02. D’Elia et al.
(2014) derived an upper limit on the visual extinction along the
line of sight to this GRB of AV < 0.03 mag. We find no evidence
for C i in this absorption system (see also Heintz et al. 2019a),
and derive a 2σ upper limit of logN(C i)tot < 14.3 assuming
b = 2 km s−1.
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Fig. B.1. Normalized VLT/X-shooter spectrum of GRB 120119A in ve-
locity space, centred on the ground-state C i transitions at z = 1.72912.
The black solid line shows the spectrum and the associated error is
shown in blue. The combined best fit Voigt profiles (with fixed b =
5 km s−1) are indicated by the red solid line, with the red dashed line
indicating the continuum. The C i ground-state and excited line transi-
tions are marked above each of the absorption profiles. The gray shaded
region was ignored in the fit.
GRB 120815A at z = 2.3582
The spectrum presented here was first published by Krühler
et al. (2013), who also reported the presence of H2 and C i in
the spectrum. The neutral and molecular gas-phase abundances
listed in Table 1 derived for this GRB are adopted from Bolmer
et al. (2019). They found logN(H i) = 22.09± 0.01, logN(H2) =
20.42 ± 0.08, [Zn/H] = −1.45 ± 0.03 and [Zn/Fe] = 1.01 ± 0.05,
resulting in a dust-corrected metallicity of [M/H] = −1.23±0.03.
We adopt the visual extinction derived by Zafar et al. (2018b) of
AV = 0.19 ± 0.04 mag.
To fit the neutral atomic carbon abundances for this GRB we
ran the same two iterations as for GRB 120119A. Since we only
detect a single absorption component from the C i λ 1328 line
complex, we fixed this in the fit to the C i λλλ 1328,1560,1656
line transitions. The C i λ 1277 line was only used to con-
strain the upper limit on the column density since it is signifi-
cantly blended with unrelated features. For the line transitions
at C i λλ 1560,1656 we also masked out regions of the spectrum
showing unrelated absorption features, which were excluded as
potential additional velocity components based on the identifi-
cation in the C i λ 1328 line complex. We obtain a best-fit b-
parameter of b = 2.3 ± 0.5 km s−1. The line profiles seem to
exclude values of b & 3 km s−1, both when considering the line
widths and the relative optical depths. We therefore assume the
best-fit b value throughout, but provide the derived column den-
sity for fixed b = 5 km s−1 in Table B.2. The three fine-structure
Table B.2. Results of the Voigt-profile fitting for GRB 120815A.
Exc. state logN(C i)
(J) b = 2.3 ± 0.5 b = 5
(km s−1) (km s−1)
C i 13.94 ± 0.26 13.35 ± 0.16
C i* 13.62 ± 0.14 13.52 ± 0.11
C i** 13.66 ± 0.22 13.57 ± 0.12
transitions all show roughly consistent column densities within
the errors for both assumed b-parameters. For this GRB we mea-
sure a total C i column density of logN(C i)tot = 14.24 ± 0.14.
Since the lines are not intrinsically saturated this estimate should
be reliable, which is also supported by the measured C i rest-
frame equivalent width following the linear relation from Fig. 7.
The best fit Voigt profiles are shown overplotted on the normal-
ized VLT/X-shooter spectrum in Fig. B.2 for b = 2.3 km s−1.
GRB 120909A at z = 3.9290
The spectrum presented here was published by Selsing et al.
(2019). The neutral and molecular gas-phase abundances listed
in Table 1 derived for this GRB are adopted from Bolmer et al.
(2019), who also reported the detection of H2 in the spectrum.
They found logN(H i) = 21.82±0.02, logN(H2) = 17.25±0.23,
[S/H] = −1.06 ± 0.12 and [S/Fe] = 0.50 ± 0.15, resulting in a
dust-corrected metallicity of [M/H] = −0.29 ± 0.10. Greiner et
al. (in prep.) derived a visual extinction in the line of sight to this
GRB of AV = 0.16 ± 0.04 mag (see Bolmer et al. 2019). We find
no evidence for C i in this absorption system (see also Heintz
et al. 2019a), and derive a 2σ upper limit of logN(C i)tot < 14.0
assuming b = 2 km s−1.
GRB 121024A at z = 2.3005
The spectrum presented here was first published by Friis et al.
(2015), who also reported the presence of H2 in the spectrum.
The neutral and molecular gas-phase abundances listed in Ta-
ble 1 derived for this GRB are adopted from Bolmer et al. (2019).
They found logN(H i) = 21.78±0.02, logN(H2) = 19.90±0.17,
[Zn/H] = −0.76 ± 0.06 and [Zn/Fe] = 0.77 ± 0.08, resulting
in a dust-corrected metallicity of [M/H] = −0.68 ± 0.07. We
adopt the visual extinction derived by Zafar et al. (2018b) of
AV = 0.26 ± 0.07 mag.
To fit the neutral atomic carbon abundances for this GRB
we again ran the fit leaving b as free parameter or fixed to b =
5 km s−1. We only detect a single absorption component across
the four line complexes so we fixed this in the fit and masked out
any unrelated or blended features. The fit was mainly constrained
by the C i λλ 1328,1656 line transitions. The C i λλ 1277,1560
lines were only used to constrain the upper limit on the column
density since they are significantly blended. We obtain a best-fit
b-parameter of b = 3.5 ± 0.5 km s−1. The line profiles seem to
exclude values of b & 5 km s−1, both when considering the line
widths and the relative optical depths. However, since we are not
able to distinguish between the best-fit and fixed b-parameter of
b = 5 km s−1, we assume the latter column density throughout.
The three fine-structure transitions also all show roughly con-
sistent column densities within the errors for both assumed b-
parameters. For this GRB we measure a total C i column density
of logN(C i)tot = 13.91 ± 0.08. Since the lines are not intrin-
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Fig. B.2. Same as Fig. B.1 but for GRB 120815A with b = 2.3 ± 0.5,
centred on z = 2.35814.
sically saturated this estimate should be reliable, which is also
supported by the measured C i rest-frame equivalent width fol-
lowing the linear relation from Fig. 7. The best fit Voigt profiles
are shown overplotted on the normalized VLT/X-shooter spec-
trum in Fig. B.3 for b = 5 km s−1.
Table B.3. Results of the Voigt-profile fitting for GRB 121024A.
Exc. state logN(C i)
b = 3.5 ± 0.5 b = 5
(km s−1) (km s−1)
C i 13.61 ± 0.17 13.40 ± 0.15
C i* 13.81 ± 0.10 13.60 ± 0.09
C i** 13.70 ± 0.17 13.23 ± 0.21
GRB 141109A at z = 2.9940
The spectrum presented here was published by Selsing et al.
(2019). The neutral and molecular gas-phase abundances listed
in Table 1 derived for this GRB are adopted from Bolmer et al.
(2019), who also reported the detection of H2 in the spectrum.
They found logN(H i) = 22.18±0.02, logN(H2) = 18.02±0.12,
[Zn/H] = −1.63 ± 0.06 and [Zn/Fe] = 0.49 ± 0.07, resulting in
a dust-corrected metallicity of [M/H] = −1.37 ± 0.05. Heintz
et al. (2019a) derived a visual extinction in the line of sight to
this GRB of AV = 0.11 ± 0.03 mag and also found no evidence
for C i in this absorption system. We derive a 2σ upper limit of
logN(C i)tot < 14.7 assuming b = 2 km s−1.
GRB 150403A at z = 2.0571
The spectrum presented here was published by Selsing et al.
(2019). The neutral and molecular gas-phase abundances listed
in Table 1 derived for this GRB are adopted from Bolmer et al.
(2019). They found logN(H i) = 21.73 ± 0.02, logN(H2) =
19.90 ± 0.14, [Zn/H] = −1.04 ± 0.04 and [Zn/Fe] = 0.63 ± 0.08,
resulting in a dust-corrected metallicity of [M/H] = −0.92±0.05.
We adopt the upper limit on the visual extinction derived by
Heintz et al. (2019b) of AV < 0.13 mag.
To fit the neutral atomic carbon abundances for this GRB we
only ran iterations with fixed values of b = 5 and b = 10 km s−1,
since the fit could not converge on a realistic value for b if
left as a free parameter. The fit was mainly constrained by
the C i λλ 1560,1656 line transitions. The C i λλ 1277,1328 lines
were masked out in the fit since they are significantly blended
with tellurics. Their apparent optical depths are, however, still
required to be consistent with the derived column densities. For
the C i λλ 1560,1656 line transitions we also masked out regions
of the spectrum showing unrelated absorption features or bad
pixels with correlated noise, and therefore only fit for the same
components as identified for the C i λ 1656 line complex. The
observed line profiles appear to be consistent with both b = 5
and b = 10 km s−1, so we adopt b = 5 km s−1 to be consistent
with the other bursts. The relative abundances for all the fine-
structure transitions of the ground-state are consistent, however,
within errors for both b-parameters. For this GRB we derive a
2σ lower limit of logN(C i)tot & 14.3. This lower limit takes into
account both the uncertain line broadening and the intrinsically
saturated line profiles. The best fit Voigt profiles are shown over-
plotted on the normalized VLT/X-shooter spectrum in Fig. B.4
for b = 5 km s−1.
GRB 180325A at z = 2.2496
The spectrum presented here was published by Zafar et al.
(2018a), who also reported the detection of C i. The gas-phase
abundances and visual extinction listed in Table 1 derived for
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Fig. B.3. Same as Fig. B.1 but for GRB 121024A with fixed b =
5 km s−1, centred on z = 2.30208.
this GRB are adopted from their work. They found logN(H i) =
22.30 ± 0.14, [Zn/H] = > −0.96 and AV = 1.58 ± 0.12 mag from
the first epoch VLT/X-shooter observations. It was not possible
to search for H2 in this absorption system due its high visual
extinction.
To fit the neutral atomic carbon abundances for this GRB we
only ran iterations with fixed b-parameters, since the fit could
not converge on a realistic value for b if left as a free parameter.
Table B.4. Results of the Voigt-profile fitting for GRB 150403A.
Exc. state logN(C i)
b = 5 b = 10
(km s−1) (km s−1)
C i 14.12 ± 0.29 13.74 ± 0.13
C i* 14.15 ± 0.15 13.90 ± 0.07
C i** 14.50 ± 0.39 14.08 ± 0.12
Table B.5. Results of the Voigt-profile fitting for GRB 180325A.
Exc. state logN(C i)
b = 5 b = 10
(km s−1) (km s−1)
C i 17.32 ± 0.17 14.50 ± 0.31
C i* 14.98 ± 0.27 14.25 ± 0.11
C i** 14.51 ± 0.30 14.20 ± 0.20
The fit was only constrained by the C i λλ 1560,1656 line transi-
tions since the C i λλ 1277,1328 lines were completely blended
with telluric absorption features and in spectral regions with poor
S/N. For the C i λλ 1560,1656 line transitions we also masked out
regions of the spectrum showing unrelated absorption features.
The S/N is quite poor in the spectral region around these line
complexes as well, so we only perform the fit assuming a sin-
gle absorption component and with b-parameters fixed to b = 5
and b = 10 km s−1, respectively. While the observed line pro-
files appear to be consistent with both b = 5 and b = 10 km s−1,
the column densities derived assuming b = 5 km s−1 (especially
the ground-state, see Table B.5) are significantly overestimated.
We therefore adopt b = 10 km s−1 and derive a 2σ lower limit
of logN(C i)tot & 14.5 for this GRB. This lower limit takes into
account both the uncertain line broadening and the intrinsically
saturated line profiles. The best fit Voigt profiles are shown over-
plotted on the normalized VLT/X-shooter spectrum in Fig. B.5.
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Fig. B.4. Same as Fig. B.1 but for GRB 150403A with fixed b =
5 km s−1, centred on z = 2.05691.
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Fig. B.5. Same as Fig. B.1 but for GRB 180325A with fixed b =
10 km s−1, centred on z = 2.24954.
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